SLAVKALIY’S

NEZHINSKY
PROJECT
Potash Mining and Processing Factory
Project Name / Mine Name:
Slavkaliy’s Nezhinsky potash
mining and processing factory
Project Location:
Lyuban District, Minsk Oblast,
Belarus
Manpower requirements:
336 total, including office and
site personnel.
Duration:
The project began in 2011,
and will continue through
2022. One major milestone
in 2021 will be finishing both
shafts including loading
pockets, insets and shaft
infrastructure. 2022 will mark
the completion of underground
development including 90,000
m³ in underground drifts and
a bunker to store the ore.
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Contributors: Frank Otten, Project
Leader for DH; Jochen Greinacher,
Managing Director for DH
In 2011, the planning phase for the
Nezhinsky mine near Soligorsk,
Belarus, began. Our client is IOOO
Slavkaliy, a company owned by
the Russian oligarch Guzeriev and
co-financed by the Chinese Sinomec
Group.
In July 2017, Slavkaliy and DeilmannHaniel signed the contract for the
construction of two freeze-shafts and
approximately 9,000 metres of horizontal
excavations for the Nezhinsky Mine. A
revolutionary technique is used for this:
The sinking is carried out with a fully
mechanised shaft boring machine called
a Shaft Boring Roadheader (SBR) from
Herrenknecht AG, which is based on the
principle of a roadheader.
The very low rock strengths that
were measured permit the use of this
process, in combination with the
freeze shaft.

The decision to avoid conventional
shaft sinking with drilling and
blasting was made mainly due to
the significantly improved safety and
working conditions.
The handling of explosives as well as
entering the bottom during the sinking
process (driving, loading) is eliminated.
Furthermore, the use of the SBR allows
advance rates of three metres per day
on average, which is a significantly
higher rate than with conventional
sinking methods. This is made possible
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Nezhinsky is a flat-lying potash deposit, which is currently being
mined by OAO Belaruskali in longwall mines that have existed for
over 60 years without backfill.

The SBRs used in Belarus were improved using the experience gained from the SBR
used at the Canadian BHP Jansen mine. They were optimized specifically for the use
in clay and sandy materials with a compressive strength of up to 100 MPa.
by the fact that cutting, transport of
mined material and the installation of
the concrete lining can be carried out
simultaneously.
Structure and operation of the SBR
The SBR is a combination of the
machine components required for
this process and a conventional shaft
sinking platform. As a result, the
following functions are performed on a
total of eleven work decks:

boom there is a cutting drum with a
diameter of 1.2 metres and a width of
1.5 metres, driven by 600 kW of
hydraulic power. It can be equipped
with either round shaft chisels or
scraper blades, with which the rock is
loosened. The cutting of the bottom is
done automatically with star-shaped
cutting patterns in 200 mm increments.

• Cutting
• Extraction of the mined material
		 from the bottom
• Transport of mined material to
		 the surface
• Transport of people
• Establishment of support
• Ensure supply (electrics, hydraulics,
		 ventilation, data, cooling water)
A 1.2 metre telescopic boom, which can
be rotated by 360°, is located directly
above the shaft floor. At the end of the
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Installation of the new hydraulic
driven automatic curb ring (developed
by Deilmann-Haniel).

The rough ore is removed from the
shaft floor using a Pneumatic Suction
System (PNM system), which transports
it through a 30 metre long pipe located
in its center. An aero-cyclone transports
the mined material to a bucket located
on a bucket rotary table. On this table,
which can be rotated by 180°, there is a
bucket on one side, which is loaded via
the PNM system, and an empty bucket
on the other side. When one bucket is
full, the rotary table is moved, the full
bucket is transported to the surface for
tilting, and the other one is connected
to the PNM system. The air from the
cyclone is cleaned via a dust extractor
and discharged outdoors. The negative
pressure is generated by three rotary
blowers, each with a drive power of 315
kW. The exhaust air is approximately
70°C, which would normally lead to
defrosting of the shaft wall. In order
to prevent this, a cooling system was
installed which transfers the heat via
cooling water pipes to a cooling system
FEBRUARY 2019
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AN OVERVIEW OF SBR WORK DECKS AND THEIR
ASSOCIATED FUNCTIONS
DECK FUNCTIONS INCLUDED
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Storage of guide carriage, reception of all lines

10

Transformer, cooling, switch cabinet

9

Blower, filter system

8

Blower, suction line, aero-cyclone

7

Bucket changing device, fan

6

Stabilizers, suspension for support ring and formwork, hydraulic power
unit

5

Mobile concrete hopper

4

Control stand operator, foam system

3

Mobile working platform

2

Stabilizers, working platform for the installation of support

1

Boom with cutting drum

above ground. Two branches run
through the entire SBR for transport.
Each branch is operated by its own
single-drum hoisting machine with 2.6
and 1.8 MW drive power respectively.
The removal side, which is solely
intended for the removal of the mined
material, is separated from the service
side, which is used for the transport of
passengers, concrete and materials.
After six partial cuts of 200 mm each
(i.e. 1.2 metre depths, the machine
will be moved by the amount cut),
personnel must occupy key positions
and extend all supply lines in advance.
Work decks 2 and 6 are equipped with
stabilizers that serve to brace and
center the SBR and prevent oscillating
movements; these are retracted before
the repositioning process. The SBR
is then left hanging; re-centered, and
aligned, using four stage winches with a
load capacity of 50 tonnes each.

refrigeration plants offering a capacity
of 3,600 KW. Soon after this installation
was completed, the icing was put
into operation. Herrenknecht AG was
commissioned to build the two SBRs
within one year. In September 2018,
the SBRs, which were completely preassembled in the factory and subjected

Schedule and Key Milestones
Work began on the construction site in
2017 with the freezing station and its six

Assembly of the SBR.
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to a functional test, reached their
destination partially assembled. Within
three months, the units were installed in
the 50 metre deep shafts in cooperation
with Herrenknecht.
One of the first tasks taken on
by Deilmann-Haniel included the
construction of the ABK (office building
and building housing changing/shower
facilities), storage hall, winch halls,
material warehouse and workshop,
as well as the assembly of the
winches, hoisting machines and all
other equipment necessary for the
construction.

above-ground facilities, and dedicated
focus was necessary in order to meet
completion deadlines.
Deliveries presented their own
challenges with some materials
shipping later than expected and
causing a juggling act with scheduling.
The majority of the machines and

personnel were trained as machine
operators, signalists and slingers
within a short period of time so
that they could work with machines
and shaft traps. The Russian and
Belarusian miners had grown
accustomed to the unique
conditions presented when sinking

After delivery of the freezing plant
foundation by the client, the freezing
plant and its piping was also installed
and put into operation between
November 2017 and February 2018.
The foreshafts were constructed
by April of 2018, and the sinking
equipment for the main shafts (winding
towers, winches, rope installation) was
wrapped up by September 2018.
The next big milestone is shaft sinking,
including the expansion of the freeze
shaft sections of the shafts.
Challenges during the project
In contrast with other projects, the
majority of the planning was carried
out by the client or their Russian
planning office. Unexpected changes
to the plan within a short period of
time made it challenging to adapt,
paired with the fact that planning and
execution of the work usually took place
simultaneously. Working alongside
Belarusian authorities was a new
experience for the team, and took some
time to adjust and develop a good
work flow. Subcontractor relationships
presented opportunities for innovative
thinking during the construction of the
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Imagery of the frozen shaft wall from the bottom.
equipment, but also many materials,
were imported from Germany or
Western Europe, adding some lead
time to deliveries.
By the time the beginning of the sinking
was celebrated on December 21, 2018
with the Prime Minister of Belarus,
Mr. Herrenknecht (Herrenknecht AG)
and Mr. Greinacher (Deilmann-Haniel
GmbH), and the team had enough
experience to manage just about any
obstacle that came their way. Local

with the SBR, and the specific work
requirements to handle them. This
did not always prove simple or easy
to manage, especially due to cultural
differences and language barriers.
While the team is going to face many
more challenges in the road ahead,
they remain confident that through a
focus on safe, productive work, the
project will continue to progress well,
and that a well-coordinated team will
emerge from the learning process. The
FEBRUARY 2019
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team feels a sense of pride for coming
so far, despite encountering several
starting difficulties. The effort taken to
fine tune and smoothly coordinate the
complex machine technology with all
of its associated peripheral systems
cannot be understated. Working
through, and intimately understanding
these processes takes time and a
dedicated focus.
The installation and operation of a new
type of shaft formwork system deserves
a special mention. This consists of
two components: the formwork and
the support ring. The support ring is
supported by 24 threaded rods with
plate nuts to support the weight of
the formwork and the concrete cast
behind it. The support ring is equipped
with hydraulically extendable drawers,
which ensure the sealing to the face
of the shaft. This system has worked
excellently so far, due to the very
smooth face, and the sealing work
normally required with conventional
support rings was completely eliminated.
Another major hindrance is the geology.
The consistency of the material being
removed is heavy and thick with
clay. This has led to blockages in the
opening of the buckets, which are
shaped like milk cans and coated with
a non-stick material, preventing them
from emptying during tipping. Measures
taken to enable faster emptying have
thus far included wetting the bucket with
solution, reducing bucket fill levels and
modifications inside the bucket to allow
the contents to drain more evenly. A
series of tests was carried out involving
plates attached to chains on the bottom
of the bucket, and installations in
the center of the bucket, which were
intended to promote the breaking up
of the material. Unfortunately under
the given conditions, these variants
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The SBR cutting head.
proved to be unsuccessful. At present,
tests are also being carried out with
chemical liquids, which are sprayed
onto the bottom of each partial cut and
introduced at the bottom of the cyclone
before the bucket is filled. Challenges
like these are overcome by innovative
thinking, something with which
Deilmann-Haniel is familiar. But despite
the adverse geological conditions to
which SBR is exposed, it can be said
that the engineers at Deilmann-Haniel,
in collaboration with Herrenknecht, have
planned and built a sinking system that
is second to none.
Current situation and future advance
The battle for every centimetre of
cutting power from the machines is a
lengthy one. As the learning curve of
using this new technology begins to
flatten, the geological conditions remain
and continue to challenge the crew.
The bottom of shaft 2, which has one

month lead time compared to shaft 1,
was already at a depth of approximately
75 metres by mid-January. Due to
optimisation and improvements,
excavation started roughly one month
ahead of the contractual schedule.
During the first four weeks of the sinking
operation, individual daily outputs of
almost 3 m were already achieved, and
there is no reason to doubt that the
planned 3 m per day will be reached
regularly after the learning phase.
Mining is unpredictable, and new
technology adds another dimension
of consideration, but there are many
reasons to feel optimistic and positive
about the progress so far this year. With
world-class experience at the helm,
and exceptional quality equipment
in the ground, the outlook for the
Nezhinsky project looks bright. The
project is currently proceeding ahead of
the ambitious time schedule and there
are still 1,250 exciting metres ahead!
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